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TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio 2 hours ago
RT @porndauughter: #MacroSW chat in less than 30 minutes. We will discuss the fine line between willing and coerced sex work. I'm hosting!

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley an hour ago
Ready to participate in tonight's #MacroSW chat!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
Please excuse us from the #MacroSW chat tonight - we'll be there as moderator on @OfficialMacroSW ! https://t.co/MtIR4gzyaP

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: Please excuse us from the #MacroSW chat tonight - we'll be there as moderator on @OfficialMacroSW ! https://t.co/MtIR4gzyaP

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauughter an hour ago
Excuse the extra tweets. I'm hosting #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/StwKuw1Gcl

DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw an hour ago
Hi everyone! My name is Danielle, I am a MSW student at UB! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🧑‍⚕️ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
Hi everyone, please forgive the extra tweets, #MacroSW is beginning in 3 minutes!! https://t.co/bvjmaAVUmO

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🧑‍⚕️ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @porndauughter: Excuse the extra tweets. I'm hosting #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/StwKuw1Gcl

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena  an hour ago
Hi everyone! I'm Siena a foundation year student at UB. This is my second Macro Twitter chat! #macrosw

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman  an hour ago
Don Rohrman MSW Student Millersville University #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones  an hour ago
Hey everyone! I’m Erika a foundation year MSW student at UB, I’m excited to participate in the chat tonight! #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin  an hour ago
Ready for my second Twitter chat! I'm a UB online MSW student! #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio  an hour ago
Hi everyone! I'm Tyler, a MSW student at UB. I'm really looking forward to this chat because until I reviewed the references provided, I did not know as much as I thought I did about sex work and sex trafficking. I'm excited to hear what you all have to say! #macrosw
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Good evening and welcome to #MacroSW chat. This is the first chat in a series on the topic of sex work and the social worker’s role. Tonight we will discuss the fine line between willing and coerced sex work.

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
Hello! This is my first #MacroSW chat.

Anna Kerf @anna_kerf
Hello!! My name is Anna and I'm a BSW student @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW

Jenna Turchiarelli @JennaTurchSW
Stoked to participate in another #MacroSW chat tonight!!!

leigh @ew_UbMSW
I'm Eliza! 1st yr student with Ub MSW excited to be part of my second macro twitter chat - discussing an extremely important topic! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Good evening and welcome to #MacroSW chat. This is the first chat in a series on the topic of sex work and the social wo...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
Hi everyone, My name is Amneris Morales and I am an MSW at University at Buffalo. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Love this topic - thanks, @porndaughter for introducing it to the #MacroSW chat!
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
(please excuse all the extra tweets during the #MacroSW chat!)

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
Hi Everyone. I'm Lauren, an MSW student @UBSSW. It is great to be here! #macrosw

bobby4203 @bobby42031
Hi I'm Robert from MSW student from West Chester #MacroSW

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Good evening and welcome to #MacroSW chat. This is the first chat in a series on the topic of sex work and the social wo...

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
Hi everyone. This is my first time participating in the chat. I edit nonprofit sector newsletters, including one on social work. #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@OfficialMacroSW You're welcome! #MacroSW

Larissa ✨ @larissacsw
Hi all - 1st year msw at MSU Denver #MacroSW

Laura WS @LShucard
Hello everyone! I am Laura and I am an MSW student at UBSSW #macrosw
Karen 🌷 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @biggreenpen: Hi everyone. This is my first time participating in the chat. I edit nonprofit sector newsletters, including one on social...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
Hello everyone my name is Sedaya and I am currently in UB’s MSW program! #MacroSW

Karen 🌷 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JennaTurchSW: Stoked to participate in another #MacroSW chat tonight!!!

Karen 🌷 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BurBur4Eva: Hello! This is my first #MacroSW chat.

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
I can't wait to hear what all of you have to say about this topic. #macrosw

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
Hi. This is Margaret. I'm a MSW student at the UB. Excited for tonight's chat! #MacroSW

Karen 🌷 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TylerConiglio: Hi everyone! I'm Tyler, a MSW student at UB. I'm really looking forward to this chat because until I reviewed the refere...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@biggreenpen Great to have you here! @porndau...
Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
Jenna- MSW student from Millersville University in Lancaster, PA. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
This is a difficult and multifaceted topic for social workers in which gender, race, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, and much more play a role. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Hi, Larissa! #MacroSW

Samantha Arcara @SamanthaArcara
Hi everyone! I'm Sam, current MSW student at UB. Excited to learn more about this topic! #macrosw

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
This weeks topic seems really interesting! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@TylerConiglio Hi, Tyler! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
Hi everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz and I'm an alumnus of the @UBSSW! Full disclosure, I was also once quoted in a @TIME article called "Sex in the Syllabus" since I had been a UTA for @halavais' course on the topic ("Cyberporn & Society")
https://t.co/FTf3v8MgZz #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: This is a difficult and multifaceted topic for social workers in which gender, race, socioeconomic status, sexual orienta...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@BurBur4Eva @karenzgoda And hopefully not your last #MacroSW chat!

an hour ago

reenehen @reenehen1
Hello everyone my name is Renee and I am a student at UBSSW.#macrosw

an hour ago

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
Hello everyone! I am a UB student in the MSW program. I am excited to be involved in tonight’s discussion. This topic is a major area of concern for me and why I am working towards my degree. #macrosw

an hour ago

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
Good evening, all! My name is Whitney, I'm an MSW student at @UBSSW, and I'm thrilled to be here to learn from you all tonight. :)#macrosw

an hour ago

Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF

an hour ago

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
Kylie MSW Student from MU in Pa #macroSW

an hour ago

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@OfficialMacroSW @TylerConiglio Hello! I'm looking forward to this getting started! #macrosw

an hour ago

Dandy#lion @Dandyli28031677
Hi everyone this Tracy from the UB. #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
There is lots more information available about sex work than we will be able to cover in a chat. I look forward to everyone sharing resources and thoughts. #MacroSW

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena
RT @karenzgoda: Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF

Payt @paytonpool
Hi everybody - third year BSW student at the University of Iowa #MacroSW

Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
Hello everyone, I am Chuck an MSW student from the University at Buffalo, School of Social Work! Excited for this topic! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
UBSSW is representing tonight!! #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @porndauhghter: There is lots more information available about sex work than we will be able to cover in a chat. I look forward to everyo...

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9

Hi everyone! I'm Eva, and I'm a social work student at UB. I'm looking forward to learning from all of you tonight:) #macrosw

Jenna Turchiarelli @JennaTurchSW

THANK GOODNESS #MacroSW #MSW #gradstudentstruggle

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire

Oh my. This......this will be interesting. #bracesSelf

Amanda Milano @mandarrin

@porndauhghter Excited to learn more and gather information and resources for my clients #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @porndauhghter: Good evening and welcome to #MacroSW chat. This is the first chat in a series on the topic of sex work and the social wo...

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda

Hi everyone! Excited to join my first chat! #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauhghter

Little housekeeping -Please use #MacroSW hashtag in all of your responses. If you are new to the chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/uL8fUnUcq
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@BurBur4Eva @karenzgoda Glad you can join us tonight, Alberto-
#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Little housekeeping -Please use #MacroSW hashtag in all of your responses. If you are new to the chats, check out our FAQ...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: This is a difficult and multifaceted topic for social workers in which gender, race, socioeconomic status, sexual orienta...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: There is lots more information available about sex work than we will be able to cover in a chat. I look forward to everyo...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Little housekeeping -Please use #MacroSW hashtag in all of your responses. If you are new to the chats, check out our FAQ...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@porndaughter Hi, I'm John Halloran, and I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
@porndaughter Me too, @porndaughter. I don’t get to talk with a lot of social workers on this topic. #MacroSW
Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge
It’s inspiring to see so many social work students participating in the #MacroSW chat tonight. We know how much you all have on your plate. 😊

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @MarkosLauren @UBSSW Good to see you Lauren- #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauughter @BurBur4Eva @macrosw Thank you for joining #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @LShucard Hi, Laura! #MacroSW

Tasha Turner @turner_tasha RT @porndauughter: Good evening and welcome to #MacroSW chat. This is the first chat in a series on the topic of sex work and the social wo...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @LShucard Hello, Sedaya - #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki I will be interning next school year at an agency which works with helping victims of human trafficking. I'm looking forward to gaining some insight and learning new resources for my upcoming placement. #macrosw

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9 A1 Voluntary sex work/prostitution means an individual enters without force, coercion or deceit, and is able to make independent decisions regarding all aspects of the work which would also include the decision to stop doing sex work. #macrosw
Lil Uzi Streetfighter @LRel 
an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter 
an hour ago
You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @karenzgoda. Many thanks to them.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 
an hour ago
@AmnerisfMorales Good to see you again! (I remember you from the Albany lobby day in March) #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 
an hour ago
RT @porndaughter: You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @karenzgoda. Man...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 
an hour ago
@Magstou Hello, Margaret #macrosw

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9 
an hour ago
A1 (2) Human trafficking involves force, deceit and coercion as the individual does not voluntarily engage in sex work but instead is forced to do so. It is also possible for an individual to enter sex work voluntarily but to later become a victim of trafficking. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 
an hour ago
@GraeffJenna Welcome Jenna #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SamanthaArcara: Hi everyone! I'm Sam, current MSW student at UB. Excited to learn more about this topic! #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
If you like what we do, become a Patron and donate on Patreon. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW https://t.co/RH7tfom0Te

Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
Extremely eager to broaden my knowledgebase on this incredible important topic! #MacroSW #twitterchat #SW #MSW

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
Hi everyone, I'm Jennifer, and I'm also a UB MSW student. Interesting topic. I would also like to learn more. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @SamanthaArcara Glad you are joining tonight - important topic. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @TheMattSchwartz: Hi everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz and I'm an alumnus of the @UBSSW! Full disclosure, I was also once quoted in a @TIME ar...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @TIME @halavais Hi Matt! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LauraHoge: It’s inspiring to see so many social work students participating in the #MacroSW chat tonight. We know how much you all have...
donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A1: voluntary sex work is a choice #MacroSW

an hour ago

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
RT @porndauhter: If you like what we do, become a Patron and donate on Patreon. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW
https://t.co/RH7tfom0Te

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @porndauhter Hi, I’m John Halloran, and I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@KelseyCreteki Good to hear this is an area you wish to work in- #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BurBur4Eva: @porndauhter Me too, @porndauhter. I don’t get to talk with a lot of social workers on this topic. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauhter
Let’s wrap-up introductions and then roll with question 1. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Lisa @safetymom4
A1 The key word is voluntary. Human trafficking is coerced and controlled by another. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
@JenMunoz16 Hi Jen! Nice that you are joining the chat tonight! #MacroSW

an hour ago
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karengzoda
RT @porndauughter: If you like what we do, become a Patron and donate on Patreon. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW https://t.co/RH7tfom0Te

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@kylie44164448 Great to see you Kylie. #MacroSW

bobby4203 @bobby42031
RT @EvaSchaefer9: A1 Voluntary sex work/prostitution means an individual enters without force, coercion or deceit, and is able to make inde...

DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw
A1: The difference in my opinion would be that human traffic workers are being forced against their will to perform sexual acts. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Dandyly28031677 Hello, Tracy - #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
Hello! I'm Anna Sharpe, an MSW student at UB, and excited to participate in my first #MacroSW chat #SW521

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauughter
Here's Q1 #MacroSW https://t.co/dDqxEG1qS8

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@paytonpool Is it "Payt"? Anyway, good to have you here #macrosw
leigh @ew_UbMSW

A1. voluntary sex work (e.g., pornography, etc) is just that... voluntary. trafficking is NOT. there is no CHOICE or decision. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@chuck_petko Hi, Chuck #MacroSW

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen

RT @porndauughter: Here's Q1 #MacroSW https://t.co/dDqxEG1qS8

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena

A1 Voluntary sex work is more of a choice whether it be desperation & lack of resources or simply preferred; trafficking is forced. #macrosw

Laura WS @LShucard

Q1: Human trafficking is a human rights violation! Voluntary sex work is consensual and the person is not being coerced. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@MarkosLauren @UBSSW is here in force, for sure! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

Chat partner Sunya Folayan. This is a great topic and I'm ready to learn. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

Karen, social worker outside Boston, #MacroSW founder! https://t.co/Jpj7aMmgGN
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A1 1/2 People may engage in sex work as a result of choice, circumstance, or force/fraud/coercion. The “choice” piece is a big part of what distinguishes sex work from human trafficking. Voluntary sex workers can make rules, set boundaries, choose/pre-screen clients, etc #MacroSW

Bianca @BiancaJBassett
@porndauhter Voluntary sex work is sex work the worker chooses to perform. Human trafficking is forced sexual labor. #MacroSW #SW521

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@EvaSchaefer9 Hi, Eva - #macroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
A1 As I understand it, sex trafficking is when someone is forced to perform sexual acts against their will, this remains true even if they entered the profession voluntarily #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JennaTurchSW: THANK GOODNESS #MacroSW #MSW #gradstudentstruggle https://t.co/68Fvoyppr9

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1 From the @UNODC, trafficking has three elements: recruiting individuals, transferring them, and harboring them, through the use of force/coercion/fraud, and is done for various means of exploitation (sexual, forced labor, etc.). https://t.co/N4I1R2IPFm #MacroSW https://t.co/0kOf8fWEBv
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago

A1.1 Sex Work, when it is voluntary (and I have friends who are sex workers, and I have been involved myself in aligned professions as a performer - a long time ago, back when I could dance) - for it to be *truly* voluntary, has to exist outside of the means of coercion #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago

A1.2 Given the system that we’re in, it is hard to say that any work that is done is, in fact, uncoerced (I’m an Anarchist, this is a discussion for a later date and time, though I recommend reading The ABC of Anarchism by Alexander Berkman who makes this case well) #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago

A1.3 That said folx who are without means, who are marginalized, who face systemic oppression that other privileged groups and individuals do not, cannot really be said to be entering into sex work freely (or fully freely) since sometimes it’s "sex work" or don’t survive #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago

A1.4 This causes us to examine that class differences in sex work (not only in the United States, but in other countries) but also where it has been legalized, or where it has been criminalized (and if so, against whom) #MacroSW

Whitney  @WhitneyUBSSW  an hour ago

A1 2/2 This argument, of course, hinges on whether one believes that consensual sex work is real and not the byproduct of misogynistic/heterosexist/transphobic messages being conflated with empowerment. Some may argue that choice in this field does not truly exist. #MacroSW
Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
A1. The presence of violence, in any form. If an individual is pushed towards, or coerced into the sex trade through any form of violence their free will is taken, and along with it the full agency required to willingly engage. This transforms sex work into trafficking #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Here's Q1 #MacroSW https://t.co/dDqxEG1qS8

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚼ @TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @TIME @halavais Hi!! :-) #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter A1 Voluntary sex work is a choice that someone makes, and that serves a purpose in their lives for one reason or another. Human trafficking is forcing, mainly young women, into sex work using coercion, manipulation, and other tactics. #MacroSW

renee hen @renee hen1
A1. The difference is that voluntary sex work is just that, voluntary! Human trafficking is being forced! #macrosw

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@LShucard It’s definitely a human rights violation! #MacroSW

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @BiancaJBassett: @porndaughter Voluntary sex work is sex work the worker chooses to perform. Human trafficking is forced sexual labor. #...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@LionelRasheeda Hello, Rasheeda - #MacroSW
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @porndaughter: You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @karenzgoda. Man...

Anna Kerf @anna_kerf
A1: "Voluntary" is the key word here. Sex work is voluntary; sex workers willingly engage in sex work. Human trafficking is forced or coerced. #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
A1: voluntary sex work involves a choice- the individual chooses to participate in sexual acts for income. Sextrafficking forces manipulates and controls an individual to perform sexual acts. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚫ @TheMattSchwartz @reneehen1 can we truly say it's voluntary if someone is without means, or has no other opportunities? #macrosw

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW @porndaughter Voluntary sex work is an autonomous decision made by the individual. Human trafficking is slavery. #MacroSW #SW521

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @JoThoHalloran @porndaughter Good to see you again, John - #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q1. A1 the key word is volunteer. When you volunteer to do something that's a choice you make. Now the question is under what circumstances did you make that choice. What influenced your decision?!#macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @MarkosLauren @UBSSW is here in force, for sure! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BurBur4Eva: @porndaughter Me too, @porndaughter. I don’t get to talk with a lot of social workers on this topic. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 From the @UNODC, trafficking has three elements: recruiting individuals, transferring them, and harboring them, thr...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales an hour ago
A1 Voluntary sex work is when someone decides out of their own choice to get financially compensated for sex. Human trafficking is forcing someone to give up their rights to choose who to have sex with, usually your life is threatened. #MacroSW

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva an hour ago
@porndaughter I think the 2 terms get conflated where many think they’re synonymous. Voluntary sex work involves consent-willingness by the sex worker to participate in this type of work. Human trafficking, sometimes in the form of sex trafficking, is rooted in coercion/exploitation. #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4 an hour ago
A2: thinking of sex work as a voluntary field, technology could provide safety measures as well as financial means of controlling transactions without carrying cash #MacroSW
Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna  
A1- voluntary sex work would hopefully not include anyone forced against their will or coerced into the business. It would be a business run with contacts, protocol, procedures. Human trafficking involves force, power, deceit, corruption, coercion. #MacroSW  

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter  
A1: 1/4 Theoretical Perspectives of Sexual Exploitation and Sex Work, does a pretty good job describing sex work from the perspective of sex positivism, radical feminist, and intersectionality. https://t.co/YSOKgQ6lu7 #MacroSW  

Dr. Beth Walker @bwalker123  
RT @karenzgoda: Sending good vibes to all our students and educators the semester is almost done I SWEAR. #MacroSW https://t.co/RyYqzUjmpF  

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki  
@porndaughter A1: Voluntary sex work involves individuals being in control of their own decisions. They may choose to do this for a living. Victims who are trafficked are being coerced into something they don't want and their human rights are taken away. #MacroSW  

Guanduania Human Rights Association @GUHURA  
RT @AmnerisfMorales: A1 Voluntary sex work is when someone decides out of their own choice to get financially compensated for sex. Human tr...  

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW on the moderator handle tonight for this #MacroSW chat - a little late in introducing myself... proud to see all the members of my school!
Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
The key term to consider is voluntary; choice must also be an area of consideration. However, manipulation and coercion play a role in targeting vulnerable populations affected by human trafficking #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW @Richard_G_Boyer @porndaughter Hi Richard - I would disagree with that, because those doing voluntary sex work are doing it because they want to. #MacroSW #SW521

Amanda Milano @mandarrin A1 part 2- but it really depends on how you look at it. Some individuals participate in voluntary sex work to better their situations that may be out of their control--financial stressors, which make this less voluntary......#macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚅ @TheMattSchwartz A1.5 to be clear, my position as that sex work is real work, and that sex work is labor; the bigger question (for me) is the privileges and oppressions that exist that allow some to partake in it more safely, more freely than others #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter A1: 2/4 "categorizing everyone as victims of sex trafficking (or not) creates an unhelpful dichotomy within the law and social services of looking for victims that are always under some form of force, fraud, or coercion..." #MacroSW

Amelia Stachowiak @astachow2 @porndaughter Voluntary sex work would be done by someone who chooses to do the work without feeling the push from financial need or coercion. Human trafficking generally involves people being forced against their will to do something. Therefore, not voluntary. #MacroSW
Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva @porndaughter This does not mean that sex work isn't necessarily exploitive. However, voluntary sex work involves agency and emphasizes the bodily autonomy of the practicing sex worker. #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576 Q1. A2 human trafficking is completely different as they being held against there will. They have no right to self determination #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @SunyaFolayan @karenzgoda Hi, Sunya, Hi, Karen! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz A1.6 I have had a friend who was a courtesan and another who was a callboy - two very different existences #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @porndaughter: Here’s Q1 #MacroSW https://t.co/dDqxEG1qS8

Sarismatic @sarandipidie I think that once you take away someone’s agency to choose then you go from sex work into trafficking #MacroSW

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren https://t.co/DQy2lDf6Q6 #macrosw

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer @porndaughter Hey, a little late to the talk, but thanks for starting this conversation, @porndaughter #MacroSW chat
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 From the @UNODC, trafficking has three elements: recruiting individuals, transferring them, and harboring them, thr...

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
RT @porndauhter: A1: 2/4 "categorizing everyone as victims of sex trafficking (or not) creates an unhelpful dichotomy within the law and...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndauhter: A1: 1/4 Theoretical Perspectives of Sexual Exploitation and Sex Work, does a pretty good job describing sex work from th...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndauhter: A1: 2/4 "categorizing everyone as victims of sex trafficking (or not) creates an unhelpful dichotomy within the law and...

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
A1: Voluntary sex work is just that, voluntary. It is making a knowing decision of exchanging sex for money, but it is done with choice. But because sex work isn't regulated in most states in any way other than by prosecution, voluntary sex work can become dangerous. #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
A3: meeting our client where they are without judgment is key. #MacroSW
Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
A1: Human Trafficking can sometimes start out voluntarily but often under false pretenses. Often there is the threat of or use of force, coercion, deception, abuse of power and vulnerability. Ultimately it is forced labor and slavery. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⮝ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
@sarandipidie but does someone truly have agency in the current system if they don't have equal opportunity? #macrosw

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva an hour ago
@porndaughter Thanks for sharing, @porndaughter! #MacroSW

Dayaa. @sedayaaa an hour ago
A1: To me the difference is that in voluntary sex work people are willingly doing it; however, in human trafficking these individuals have no choice. #MacroSW

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire an hour ago
@porndaughter @karenzgoda A1: Human trafficking covers a lot more ground than sex work. We are talking about domestic, agricultural, sweatshop servitude when we say ‘human trafficking’. #MacroSW

Sara Johnson @Sarame94 an hour ago
@porndaughter I think understanding a persons reason behind going into the work. I don't know a ton about the topic, but being forced can be interrupted in a few difference ways. A sex worker who is not told directly, but guilted into it I believe is being trafficked. #macrosw
Kristin B. Frazee @porndughter
A1: 3/4 "forms of feminism do not support the autonomy of women currently exchanging or who have exchanged sex for money when they choose to leave the field or provide any subsequent form of advocacy work." #MacroSW

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndughter: A1: 1/4 Theoretical Perspectives of Sexual Exploitation and Sex Work, does a pretty good job describing sex work from th...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A1(2) Once a person enters into a voluntary sex work, sometimes it quickly turns involuntary when they have to get a "pimp" to protect them, but at the end they end up being controlled and abused. #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW
@porndughter Q1: Sex trafficking is when human beings are bought and sold in order to provide paid sex services. This money goes to those doing the trafficking, not the workers. Voluntary sex is consensual between two people without contingency. #macrosw

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
@BurBur4Eva @porndughter Very true, agree very much. Sex work could target individuals based on the known vulnerabilities. #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndughter
RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 #macrosw
Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
It's also important to know sometimes voluntary sex work may begin in that manner and then turn into human trafficking to which the individual is then coerced into doing things against their will. #macrosw

bobby4203 @bobby42031
Circumstances can be manipulated to make individuals feel as though they have a choice #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1 Voluntary sex work can be an economic survival decision. Voluntary sex work can mean college, earning much more money than retail, food service or house painting. students who paid their way through grad. school this way. https://t.co/sFsizJGcJE @nadiaguo #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: 2/4 "categorizing everyone as victims of sex trafficking (or not) creates an unhelpful dichotomy within the law and...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: 3/4 "forms of feminism do not support the autonomy of women currently exchanging or who have exchanged sex for mone...

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A1: human trafficking is inhumane, cruel, and reflects how not advanced many advanced primates are #MacroSW
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter  
A1: 4/4 "women who are poor and have few options for survival may fall victims to traffickers or may prostitute themselves when they seemingly have no other choice " #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio  
@amidon_ashley Do you think that decriminalizing sex work would improve situations for sex workers? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @porndaughter: A1: 4/4 "women who are poor and have few options for survival may fall victims to traffickers or may prostitute themselves...

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448  
A1 Human trafficking takes away choice, decision, and autonomy. Voluntary sex work is an individual life choice based on personal motive. #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 #macrosw

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales  
RT @KelseyCreteki: It's also important to know sometimes voluntary sex work may begin in that manner and then turn into human trafficking t...

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren  
@TheMattSchwartz @saranidipdie A1. The ability to exercise agency free from one's context is an illusion. To say that people are never able to “choose” sex work due to structural forms of oppression is to ignore the agency that oppressed individuals refuse to concede to their oppressors every day. #macrosw
Amanda Milano @mandarrin
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 Voluntary sex work can be an economic survival decision. Voluntary sex work can mean college, earning much more mon...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: 3/4 "forms of feminism do not support the autonomy of women currently exchanging or who have exchanged sex for mone...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅ @TheMattSchwartz @JennaTurchSW can someone truly provide consent, if the option is "sex work" or don't eat tonight, tomorrow, this week? #macrosw

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire @porndaughter @karenzgoda A1: Sex work is made dangerous by the laws banning the exchange of sex for money in various countries. Human trafficking is dangerous because those subject to it aren’t treated as humans. #MacroSW

Sarah 😊 @sideeye_emogi A1: My understanding is that trafficking involves some type of recruiting or grooming, and individuals are forced or coerced into cooperation; however, I am woefully uninformed on this - seeing some resources to check out! #MacroSW

Jenna Turchiarelli @JennaTurchSW Q1: the difference between voluntary sex work and human trafficking is continuous and consistent consent. #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 #macrosw
Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW Q1. I recently had a meeting with a local department of Crime Victims called Safe Harbor. Their definition of human trafficking was any time someone exchanges sex for an expectation of something in return, it is considered trafficking.

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndughter: A1: 4/4 "women who are poor and have few options for survival may fall victims to traffickers or may prostitute themselves..."

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@MarkosLauren @porndughter Good definitions here. #MacroSW

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
@porndughter @OfficialMacroSW A1-I believe the main difference is that most women don’t voluntarily participate in human trafficking while some women choose to do sex work #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @JennaTurchSW can someone truly provide consent, if the option is "sex work" or don’t eat tonight, tomorrow, this week...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A1(3) In human trafficking, these prostitutes are usually turned into mules, then entered into a criminal environment such as trafficking drugs for their captors. #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
@phenomenoire @porndughter @karenzgoda But is that the primary reason? #macrosw
Payt @paytonpool
A1: Voluntary sex work entails a willing engagement in commercial sex whereas human trafficking involves force, coercion, and deceit. #MacroSW

Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
The key term to consider is voluntary; choice must also be an area of consideration. However, manipulation and coercion play a role in targeting vulnerable populations affected by human trafficking #MacroSW #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @AnnaSharpeSW @porndaughter Perhaps, but if the socioeconomic conditions contribute to the decision of pursuing that line of work, there is likely some form of oppression that has led to that decision. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: Is Prostitution Just Another Job? @NYMag The Cut https://t.co/i6ghb3v6pl #MacroSW

Dandy#lion @Dandyli28031677
A.1. Voluntary sex work is sex work performed through consent. It is not done under false pretense. Human trafficking is sex work done by force, coercion, threat, or slavery. Human trafficking a form of slavery. #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio @sideeye_emoji Before I researched a little about the topic, I never realized how much went into sex trafficking ex) the recruiting, grooming etc... #MacroSW
Montrobia McKissack @montrobia
Hello all! I'm Montrobia a Trauma Specialist in an ASO. Sex work is a gr8 topic #MacroSW

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 Voluntary sex work can be an economic survival decision. Voluntary sex work can mean college, earning much more mon...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 Voluntary sex work can be an economic survival decision. Voluntary sex work can mean college, earning much more mon...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda Hello, Pat! #macrosw

Nyala Ahmed @nyalaahm
Q1. Voluntary sex work is consensual. Human trafficking is coercion and a violation of human rights #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW A1: the difference is the process between the two. Being trafficked is not a choice and and doing something voluntarily is. #MacroSW

Sara Johnson @Sarame94
@MarkosLauren @porndaughter The flyers are a good resource to have for our agencies! Thank you! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: Is Prostitution Just Another Job? @NYMag The Cut https://t.co/i6ghb3v6pl #MacroSW
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@montrobia Thank you for joining #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: Is Prostitution Just Another Job? @NYMag
The Cut https://t.co/i6ghb3v6pl #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS
Where does the code of ethics fit in to sex work? There are so many potential layers to this topic! #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
@Richard_G_Boyer @porndaughter If someone is doing sex work because they have no other option, it is not voluntary sex work. #MacroSW #SW521

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: Robert Kraft and many others don't know and don't care if they are paying for sex from a trafficking victim. Customers should be aware and ask questions. https://t.co/gu7Yoa3nUo #MacroSW

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @MsPamSS: Where does the code of ethics fit in to sex work? There are so many potential layers to this topic! #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones
RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 #macrosw

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
RT @porndaughter: A1: Is Prostitution Just Another Job? @NYMag
The Cut https://t.co/i6ghb3v6pl #MacroSW
Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
@porndaughter @NYMag "... Reagan was arrested. This, she says, is the worst thing that’s happened to her as a sex worker. “It traumatizes me more to walk into a man’s hotel room and think he’s a cop than that he’s gonna rape me. I’m more concerned about a criminal record.” #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@Dandyli28031677 I like how you bring up that trafficking is slavery. I feel like not a lot of people view it this way, when in fact it IS slavery. Thanks for your answer! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@KelseyCreteki @porndaughter Perfect macroSW chat for you, then, for your internship next year! https://t.co/JVyUv40KTx

leigh @ew_UbMSW
@MsPamSS such a good point - so many fine layers macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: Robert Kraft and many others don’t know and don’t care if they are paying for sex from a trafficking victim. Customer...

Samantha Arcara @SamanthaArcara
RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 macrosw

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW I think it’s important to consider that sex can be exchanged for drugs, housing, protection, etc. It doesn’t necessarily have to involve the exchange of money.

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
RT @MarkosLauren: https://t.co/DQy2IDf6Q6 macrosw
Tanya Vyhovsky for Vermont @tanyavforvt
I am so glad to have been able to talk about racism and white privileged with everyone that came today. #racialjustice #getinvolved #WhitePrivilege #knowbetterdobetter #macroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@MsPamSS I never thought of this! Great point! #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaudaughter: A1: Robert Kraft and many others don't know and don't care if they are paying for sex from a trafficking victim. Customer...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1 Human trafficking means the sex worker is involuntary; one is not allowed to refuse clients, or decide what acts are OK, or exit - leave the work - whenever one wishes. #MacroSW

Amelia Stachowiak @astachow2
RT @AnnaSharpeSW: @Richard_G_Boyer @porndaudaughter If someone is doing sex work because they have no other option, it is not voluntary sex wo...

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A2. I would say that the negative aspects of the internet and the sex trade outweigh the positive. Sure for voluntary sex workers it’s a tool to make their jobs easier but for trafficking it’s increased threats and danger. Especially for child trafficking. #MacroSW

bobby4203 @bobby42031
RT @JillIllo11535283: #MacroSW I think it's important to consider that sex can be exchanged for drugs, housing, protection, etc. It doesn't...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EvaSchaefer9: A1 Voluntary sex work/prostitution means an individual enters without force, coercion or deceit, and is able to make inde...

Sarismatic @sarandipidie
It is when people turn to prostitution to pay for drugs, or out of fear for their safety, or even for economic survival because they don't have other options is when we move into trafficking territory.... free will is everything#MacroSW #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW I think it's important to consider that sex can be exchanged for drugs, housing, protection, etc. It doesn't...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EvaSchaefer9: A1 (2) Human trafficking involves force, deceit and coercion as the individual does not voluntarily engage in sex work bu...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: If you like what we do, become a Patron and donate on Patreon. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW https://t.co/RH7tfom0Te

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
I am appreciating what you bring to this discussion, Frazee. It's clear there is a lot of cultural resistance to sex work, but in your mind, what is the difference between this and trafficking?

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DonaldRohrman: A1: voluntary sex work is a choice #MacroSW
leigh @ew_UbMSW
A2. allows individuals to explore their sexuality but could contribute to further involuntary/unconsented work #macrosw

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
A1 I think it’s more complicated than we think. On the surface human trafficking is forced and sex work is voluntary. But I also think that for some (not all!) sex-workers, the work is a result of circumstances not because it's their first choice #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @safetymom4: A1 The key word is voluntary. Human trafficking is coerced and controlled by another. #MacroSW

Sarismatic @sarandipidie
Also I feel as though age and mental capacity has something to do with it.. It is difficult to say someone is acting of their own free will when they are not fully capable of understanding the choices they are making #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AnnaSharpeSW Great! Hope you will be returning! #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@porndaughter A1: Choice & options. Voluntary sex workers initially chose and continue to choose this line of work. They were not pressured into it and generally enjoy their jobs. #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q2 coming up. #macrosw
Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena  an hour ago
RT @ew_UbMSW: A2. allows individuals to explore their sexuality but could contribute to further involuntary/unconsented work #macrosw

Heather @HVSaysStuff  an hour ago
@porndaughter A1: The United Nations defines human trafficking as the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons by improper means (such as force, abduction, fraud, or coercion) for an improper purpose including forced labor or sexual exploitation. #macrosw

Bianca @BiancaJBassett  an hour ago
A1. Voluntary sex work is sex work the worker chooses to perform. Human trafficking is forced sexual labor. #MacroSW #SW521

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  an hour ago
RT @MasecchiaSiena: A1 Voluntary sex work is more of a choice whether it be desperation & lack of resources or simply preferred; traffickin...

Sara Johnson @Sarame94  an hour ago
@porndaughter My question to that becomes when can society determine the motivation behind someone else’s thought process? Clearly if they are not enjoying the work or being controlled its not okay, but can we as Social Workers say you can not be in this field... part one #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  an hour ago
RT @phenomenoire: @porndaughter @karenzgoda A1: Sex work is made dangerous by the laws banning the exchange of sex for money in various cou...
DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw
A2: Technology can play a negative role because it helps to recruit and find people through social media for involuntary sex work #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarkosLauren: @TheMattSchwartz @sarandipidie A1. The ability to exercise agency free from one’s context is an illusion. To say that peo...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @JoThoHalloran @JennaTurchSW Some more exploitative than others; I think that we, as Social Workers, have to keep a person-in-environment/bio-psycho-social perspective when addressing these issues. If a queer youth in NYC is a sex worker because they lack permanent housing then choice is illusory #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TylerConiglio: @amidon_ashley Do you think that decriminalizing sex work would improve situations for sex workers? #MacroSW

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @DUbmsw: A2: Technology can play a negative role because it helps to recruit and find people through social media for involuntary sex work...

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda @porndaugeter @OfficialMacroSW @NYMag To many women prostitution is viewed as a job because it’s how they make ends meet. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaugeter
Here's Q2 #macrosw https://t.co/bXQyfSB6XJ
Amanda Milano @mandarrin @sarandipidie Deffinately. This is a very difficult topic with so many different layers. I also feel like every situation has its own circumstances and we need to look at each separately. #macroSW

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg an hour ago
RT @MasecchiaSiena: A1 Voluntary sex work is more of a choice whether it be desperation & lack of resources or simply preferred; traffickin...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @TylerConiglio @amidon_ashley Good question. See the #DecrimNow hashtag on Twitter - #macrosw

Sara Johnson @Sarame94 @porndaughter (continued) because you are not financially stable enough? Best practice would be to get to know the person and not pass judgement, but what if you're concerned about safety? #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @porndaughter: Here's Q2 #macrosw https://t.co/bXQyfSB6XJ

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena an hour ago
A2 I think technology contributes to the dangers of coerced sex work but can be positive for voluntary workers seeking customers #macrosw

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki an hour ago
The DOJ website is helpful with information. I like how they include recent stories. https://t.co/Go1IJjyPft #macrosw
Larissa ✨ @larissacsw
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @JoThoHalloran @JennaTurchSW Some more exploitative than others; I think that we, as Social Workers, have to keep a pe...

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW Replying to Anna Sharpe: I agree. Often times, people are vulnerable and do not see other options. Past trauma can play a huge role along with addiction, mental health, poverty, a lack of the social determinants of health, etc.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW Q1. I recently had a meeting with a local department of Crime Victims called Safe Harbor. Their definition of...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2 1/3 The Internet makes it easier for consumers to find sex workers, which can increase the motivation to exploit people; easy accessibility bolsters demand among consumers. Easy access also may obfuscate the insidiousness/reality that people are being trafficked. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AmnerisfMorales: A1(3) In human trafficking, these prostitutes are usually turned into mules, then entered into a criminal environment...

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@porndaughter A2: Positive – tech has allowed SW to communicate to stay safe, organize, advertise, and to explore internet based revenue streams instead of just in person sex work. #macrosw
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2 2/3 The ease of access of online sex work, on the flip side, is a boon to keeping those who choose to engage in sex work safe. They can be empowered to conduct work w/o coercion, can choose clients, set their rates, keep more $, etc. No roaming unsafe streets. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mandarrin: @phenomenoire @porndauughter @karenzgoda But is that the primary reason? #macrosw

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@porndauughter A2: Negative – tech has been used to entrap, target and disempower SW by law enforcement. Privacy and thus safety can be difficult to maintain. #macrosw

Bianca @BiancaJBassett
A2. Websites like Backpage were formerly used by sex workers to screen the safety of clients and locations. However, technology can also be used to further sex trafficking as sex traffickers use technology to coordinate trafficking. #MacroSW #SW521

Sarah 😒 @sideeye_emoji
A1: The most important word here is "voluntary," which implies a choice made by the sex worker. Stating that being a sex worker is by definition involuntary is a harmful stereotype that invalidates their free will #MacroSW

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
@TylerConiglio @OfficialMacroSW I do! The ability to regulate it and create an environment if a sex worker is assaulted that it is safe to come forward and not be prosecuted would be a step in the right direction. In addition it creates more accountability for johns. They can't use that fear to force.#MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TylerConiglio: @sideeye_emoji Before I researched a little about the topic, I never realized how much went into sex trafficking ex) the...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2 3/3 That is part of what makes FOSTA-SESTA detrimental to consensual sex work and re-subjects providers to undue danger. Its sweeping language makes it an ineffective deterrent to online trafficking and ultimately deprives providers of safety, choice, and control. #MacroSW

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire
... wow that’s a HORRIBLE definition.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @JoThoHalloran @JennaTurchSW I think we could both come up with some pretty stark differences #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
Hi everyone!! I’m joining the #MacroSW late,, but I’m getting here! https://t.co/5y6rmX76IJ

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @porndaughter: Here’s Q2 #macrosw https://t.co/bXQyfSB6XJ

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
A1: yes, human trafficking relates to workers who have few options and are afraid to speak out #macrosw
Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW  
@porndaughter Technology can be an asset for sex workers in terms of being able to verify the safety of their clients. Using the internet to advertise one’s services can also be risky because when viewable by the public, authorities can find them and shut them down. #MacroSW #SW521

Dandy#lion @Dandyli28031677  
an hour ago  
A.2. Technology has played a positive role in bringing the public’s attention on the issue of human trafficking that is not just a national issue but a global problem. It has also created a platform for human trafficking to be more and easier accessible by perpetrators. #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones  
@porndaughter A2 Technology is such a grey area in this entire field. I think it has its pros and cons. Pros: voluntary sex workers are able to connect faster, can screen who they want to engage with, and can even find support in online communities 1/?  
#MacroSW

Sara Johnson @Sarame94  
@porndaughter I could see a positive being that you can screen potential clients and people you work with. Additionally, you can turn on apps to allow others to know where you are. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚄ @TheMattSchwartz  
an hour ago  
A2 So there have been some unintended consequences with the shutdown of certain sex websites: https://t.co/73TPcNAHsw  
#MacroSW

Laura WS @LShucard  
Q2: With non-contact sex work there is less of a safety risk for those involved. Technology also provides greater mobility and anonymity #macrosw
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@spcummings Welcome, Stephen! #macrosw

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
A2 Technology has added another method to engage people who are not yet adults and are less capable of making their own choices #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@AnnaSharpeSW @porndaughter Is not having no other option, a result of some form of oppression of that person's environment? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@montrobia Hello, Montrobia - #trauma is certainly experienced in this line of work if violence, assault, abuse by authorities of the state... #MacroSW

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
A2. Related to physical safety, it has been beneficial by contributing to better communication between workers, background checks, & services delivered at a distance, but it has also increased risks due to higher numbers of encounters with both customers & police. #macrosw

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
@porndaughter A2 The positive is that, for those who have chosen to do SW, it provides some more safety #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MsPamSS: Where does the code of ethics fit in to sex work? There are so many potential layers to this topic! #MacroSW
leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @biggreenpen: A2 Technology has added another method to engage people who are not yet adults and are less capable of making their own ch...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BurBur4Eva: @porndughter @NYMag "... Reagan was arrested. This, she says, is the worst thing that’s happened to her as a sex worker. “...

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
A2/1 I think the easy access to pornography for example can be a positive and a negative aspect. Perhaps it can be considered positive in that the easy access over the internet allows people to satisfy a need without having to physically engage with a sex worker. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TylerConiglio: @Dandyli28031677 I like how you bring up that trafficking is slavery. I feel like not a lot of people view it this way, ...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A1(4) Human trafficking goes against human dignity, as others are taking controlled of the victim's self-determination, and victims internalized this oppression in such a way that they end up oppressing others who become enslaved by the system. #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndughter A2 But on the flip side, technology can lead to very dangerous things. People are social media can be harsh and those voluntary workers may be subjected to seeing the things being written about them 2/? #MacroSW
leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @SethJMeyer: @porndaugther A2 The positive is that, for those who have chosen to do SW, it provides some more safety #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW I think it's important to consider that sex can be exchanged for drugs, housing, protection, etc. It doesn't...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: I heard Toronto police discuss this case stating "the tools that make it easy to spread child pornography also help us track down perpetrators." Huge child porn ring busted, Toronto police say 348 arrested in Project Spade https://t.co/Zwqiklk32B #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@spcummings Lol!#MacroSW

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
@JillLlo11535283 @OfficialMacroSW Would this include voluntary sex workers? Do they consider all sex work to be trafficking? #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @tanyavforvt: I am so glad to have been able to talk about racism and white privileged with everyone that came today. #racialjustice #ge...

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A1: technology (internet) makes sex work more lucrative for the sex worker. A negative is that internet porn sexually desensitizes the masses #MacroSW
TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@amidon_ashley @OfficialMacroSW That is so true! The one issue I foresee trying to decriminalize sex work is that it would turn into a huge debate - much like abortion is. #MacroSW

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire
A2: hugely positive. Allows sex workers to control their finances, their availability, and allows them to network to determine who is dangerous or what areas are risky to work in. #MacroSW

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
A2/2 However, this – especially in regards to child pornography – is also the negative aspect since the high demand, the anonymity, and easy access provides a reason/incentive to sex traffickers to force others into sex work. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
A2.1 The Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) and the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) have, from the sex workers I follow online, pushed many into other means of soliciting clientele, and apparently it's been a boon for traffickers #MacroSW

Sara Johnson @Sarame94
@porndauhter Negatives I believe would be that law enforcement does not take into consideration legitimate sex work and it may lead you into some potential legal trouble if you discuss your job online. #Macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndauhter
A2: "Sex workers and porn performers essentially created, adopted, and inspired many of the technologies later co-opted by tech corporations....long before they reached the mainstream"@motherboard https://t.co/o9UcEAYe7G #MacroSW
Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
A2. https://t.co/IDjZfMJHIb #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Here's Q2 #macrosw https://t.co/bXQyfSB6XJ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A2: I heard Toronto police discuss this case stating "the tools that make it easy to spread child pornography also help us..."

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
A2/3 Those who post online voluntarily might be able to better control their contacts as well as protect themselves. #macrosw

Sarismatic @sarandipidie
Technology can cut both ways.. one way it can make things safer for those who do engage yet on the flip side it also can make it easier for someone to become an unwilling participant #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW
@porndaughter A2: Technology can make it easier for traffickers to do their work. This could also make it easier for them to be found. There will always be positives and negatives surrounding technology but the positives must be utilized to their fullest potential. #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@porndaughter A2. Can potentially facilitate a safer environment or create an environment that would make it easier to target sex workers for human trafficking. #MacroSW
Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter A2 And looking at people getting Trafficked, we can look at an extreme example of the Dark Web, where people are being bought and sold (supposedly, haven't been on there but I think the internet might be right on that one), and it's dangerous 3/? #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
A2: In terms of positives, individuals are safer, could not leave their homes not even have physical contact if they desire. Manage themselves and if they want to engage in sex work, can do it on their own time and for their own rules, at their own comfort level. #macrosw

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire
A2: negative in that is allows for a rosier picture of sex work that brings people into it expecting it to be ‘easy’ and something that anyone can do without having an understanding of the effort. #MacroSW

Sarah 😒 @sideeye_emoji
@MsPamSS Perhaps the way sex workers are stereotypically treated would invalidate the dignity and worth of the person. But I don’t think sex work in and of itself is undignified #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A2 One way tech helps fight trafficking (coerced sex work): By uploading photos of your hotel room, to be compared to pics. that a victim may post. You'll need to share your location. The app: https://t.co/3oDTHUsUjo #MacroSW #SexTrafficking #HumanTrafficking

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A2 Internet, texting, etc, gave safe, distanced space to check out clients, be more in control. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: "Sex workers and porn performers essentially created, adopted, and inspired many of the technologies later co-opted b...

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
@TylerConiglio @OfficialMacroSW Oh, HUGE DEBATE in terms of "morality". #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
A2 On the positive note, I read an article that discussed how the recent swing of online dating sites lead to online escorting a "popular alternative to traditional sexual services." It articulates that online escorting is safer. article link to follow #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter A2 Young children are so easily able to lie about their age and create social media pages where they can be subjected to all sorts of different things, especially dangerous people and that’s where a Facebook friendship could turn into Human Trafficking 4/? #MacroSW

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
@TylerConiglio @OfficialMacroSW @Dandyli28031677 I agree that human trafficking is slavery because they are being held against their will and likely don’t reap any of the benefits from performing sex work #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: A little dated but this 2007 Urban Institute study has a digital section @urbaninstitute https://t.co/Y9EDGVkszO #MacroSW
DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw  an hour ago
A2: Technology can also be positive when the sex work is voluntary. This can contribute to the workers safety. #macrosw

Anna Kerf @anna_kerf  an hour ago
Unfortunately, I'm more aware of the negative role that tech. and social media because it's commonly used by traffickers to recruit and track individuals. #macrosw

Heather @HVShowsStuff  an hour ago
@BiancaJBassett @BurBur4Eva @porndughter Yes! No one loves their job every single day. As social workers we can have a tough case load, long hours, low pay. We do the work anyway because we like the work. #macrosw

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire  an hour ago
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: A2 3/3 That is part of what makes FOSTA-SESTA detrimental to consensual sex work and re-subjects providers to undue dange...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  an hour ago
RT @porndughter: A2: A little dated but this 2007 Urban Institute study has a digital section @urbaninstitute https://t.co/Y9EDGVkszO #Macrosw

Amelia Stachowiak @astachow2  an hour ago
@porndughter Technology allows people to have the autonomy of profiting from sex work from anywhere, which makes it accessible. However, once anything is on the internet it is likely out there forever. This can potentially come back and impact one's life later. #Macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
@JoThoHalloran @JennaTurchSW I'm sure you would, but it sounds a bit like sealioning if a Social Work professor cannot establish the differences in the exploitation of these two individuals on their own #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio  an hour ago
A2(2.1) On the negative side, I think that social media and technology are quick and easy tools for people to stigmatize sex workers. It is easy for people to shame, when they have no idea about why someone is a sex worker and when they are behind a computer screen. #MacroSW

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva  an hour ago
Actually, @Porndaughter, NASW and the social work profession in general, which values individual self-determination and autonomy, favors decriminalizing sex work. However, our policies move more towards punishment and imprisonment of sex workers. #MacroSW

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley  an hour ago
A2: Tech can help to further facilitate sex work impacting safety and vulnerability. Some can use technology to bolster business and/or reach out to help if needed. Others can be sought out by perpetrators taking advantage of vulnerabilities posted through social media. #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki  an hour ago
@porndaughter A2: Positives of technology are we are able to find more predators however, more than half of human sex traffic victims fall subject to this through the use of the internet. Sex trafficking can be 'easier and quicker' to accomplish through technology #MacroSW
Amanda Milano @mandarrin  
A2 part 2- The negatives involve a huge network of illegal easily accessible sexual acts. I feel like before technology sex trafficking must have been more dangerous and less common due to accessibility. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A2 Internet, texting, etc, gave safe, distanced space to check out clients, be more in control. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @amidon_ashley: @TylerConiglio @OfficialMacroSW Oh, HUGE DEBATE in terms of "morality". #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio  
A2(2.2) Of course another negative is the recruitment and accessibility to reach potential clients through the internet. #macrosw

Sarah 😓 @sideeye_emoji  
@porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW A2: I would think technology would give sex workers a way to ensure safety. On the flip side, tech can easily be used to expose sex workers in harmful ways. Consent for sex is not consent to have your private life exposed online! #MacroSW

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales  
Technology to the sex worker may help them feel less judged or signaled out that they don't have to be in the street corner. People can set up a time and place and this avoids the sex worker feeling with more dignity due to the stereotypes that are placed on sex workers. #MacroSW
Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW Q2 Ex: A fam that I worked with, daughter age 18, victimized by men who supplied her heroin. She used her car to retrieve drugs for them and they prostituted her in return for her supply. They used snapchat to advertise what room she would be in for potential customers.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: @porndauughter A1: The United Nations defines human trafficking as the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, o...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A2: Positively to me I think technology has made people more aware of human trafficking but negatively more people are participating in sex work due to technology. #MacroSW #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
I also don't feel like social media and media in general has helped though. To some points it glamarizes sex and sex work to the point where people want to do it. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ 📷 @spcummings
A2: one negative In the early part of the last decade, Yahoo groups were one way to create hubs for trafficking. A lot of trust was placed on users to police themselves. #MacroSW

Payt @paytonpool
A2: Ashton Kutcher is the first thing that came to mind after reading this question. The new software he created has been able to help save nearly 6000 children from sex trafficking - crazy! #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @sarandipidie: Also I feel as though age and mental capacity has something to do with it.. It is difficult to say someone is acting of t...

Nyala Ahmed @nyalaahm

A2. Although technology is a beautiful thing, I believe it can further power criminals in allowing them to advance in their corrupted business #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter

A2: Google Voice, digital payment, vetting clients, online advertising have helped make sex work safer. Fosta-Sesta has negatively impacted online presence. We'll discuss on 6/13 chat https://t.co/WcH5rmRZZ7 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @erikaejones: @porndaughter A2 But on the flip side, technology can lead to very dangerous things. People are social media can be harsh...

Sarismatic @sarandipidie

Sadly the increase in technology has made it easier for criminals, pedophiles for ex. to communicate with others that have similar interests. This makes them harder to track as well. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @DonaldRohrman: A1: technology (internet) makes sex work more lucrative for the sex worker. A negative is that internet porn sexually de...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndughter: A2: "Sex workers and porn performers essentially created, adopted, and inspired many of the technologies later co-opted b..."

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @phenomenoire: A2: hugely positive. Allows sex workers to control their finances, their availability, and allows them to network to dete...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚰ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: A2: one negative In the early part of the last decade, Yahoo groups were one way to create hubs for trafficking. A lot of t...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EvaSchaefer9: A2/2 However, this – especially in regards to child pornography – is also the negative aspect since the high demand, the...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 The Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) and the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) have, from the sex...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndughter
RT @KelseyCreteki: @porndughter A2: Positives of technology are we are able to find more predators however, more than half of human sex tr...
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@Richard_G_Boyer @porndauughter Too often, the SW are targeted by police in an effort to "rescue" them BUT they are instead punished. Those further up the chain are not often caught/targeted. “Rescue” without rights or respect is just another form of trafficking. #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndauughter: A2: A little dated but this 2007 Urban Institute study has a digital section @urbaninstitute https://t.co/Y9EDGVkszO #Mac...

tenehen @tenehen1
I think on the positive side technology allows control over the voluntary sex workers environment. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EvaSchaefer9: A2/3 Those who post online voluntarily might be able to better control their contacts as well as protect themselves. #mac...

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@porndauughter @motherboard I can't believe that this is the first I'm hearing about this! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @sarandipidie: Technology can cut both ways.. one way it can make things safer for those who do engage yet on the flip side it also can...

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @TylerConiglio: A2(2.2) Of course another negative is the recruitment and accessibility to reach potential clients through the internet....
Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
@astachow2 @porndaughter I agree that online sex work is a great asset to those who want to do sex work without meeting clients in person! #MacroSW #SW521

Dandy#lion @Dandyli28031677
A3: Social workers must become aware of the issues that lead to human trafficking and bring awareness of this problem and advocate and aid victims by providing needed supports and resources. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @pornddaughter: A2: A little dated but this 2007 Urban Institute study has a digital section @urbaninstitute https://t.co/Y9EDGvKsz0 #Mac...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @pornddaughter: A2: Google Voice, digital payment, vetting clients, online advertising have helped make sex work safer. Fosta-Sesta has...

Sarah 😊 @sideeye_emoji
@pornddaughter @OfficialMacroSW Society has groomed us to assume that sex workers are willing to be exposed to anyone and everyone, not just the person they are currently with. Tech can easily be used to take advantage. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @pornddaughter: A2: Google Voice, digital payment, vetting clients, online advertising have helped make sex work safer. Fosta-Sesta has...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @MarkosLauren: A2. https://t.co/IDjZfMJH1b  #macrosw

41 minutes ago

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A2. Tech has affected sex workers in that it makes a false sense of security because you can't physically see the person who you are negotiating with, and that can be dangerous when information through media can be deceitful, and that can even put their life at risk #MacroSW

41 minutes ago

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A3. Social workers can educate general public on diffs. Between voluntary and involuntary sex work and signs of what coercion, grooming look like. SW's can advocate for policy that reduces demand that results in trafficking. Bring awareness to fact and make it less taboo #MacroSW

41 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @KelseyCreteki: @porndaughter A2: Positives of technology are we are able to find more predators however, more than half of human sex tr...

41 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@paytonpool Can you share a resource for folks to learn more about this? #MacroSW

41 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AmnerisfMorales: Technology to the sex worker may help them feel less judged or signaled out that they don't have to be in the street c...
Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
@Sarame94 @porndaughter I agree that it's a shame that voluntary sex work is illegal. #MacroSW #SW521

Jenna Turchiarelli @JennaTurchSW
Q2: technology plays a positive role in sex work by allowing distance between worker and the client. The worker can remain physically safe and create boundaries. The negative side, though, is there's potential for distance to turn to deception which then turns to abuse #MacroSW

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A2. I think that sex workers can be more selective with their clientele base and use internet platforms to promote themselves and their terms. #macroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz
And https://t.co/WxVGjhsddl has also stopped working, so now I'm following the actual #MacroSW on Twitter itself...man, I wish the twitter chat website worked again

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummins: A2: one negative In the early part of the last decade, Yahoo groups were one way to create hubs for trafficking. A lot of t...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @paytonpool Can you share a resource for folks to learn more about this? #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: Technology can't address the stigma, negative consequence of criminalization, and dangers of sex work #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BurBur4Eva: Actually, @Porndaughter, NASW and the social work profession in general, which values individual self-determination and aut...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: Technology can’t address the stigma, negative consequence of criminalization, and dangers of sex work #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter @karenzgoda @paytonpool Sounds interesting #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚨 @TheMattSchwartz RT @porndaughter: A2: Technology can’t address the stigma, negative consequence of criminalization, and dangers of sex work #MacroSW

Frain Diane @DianeFrain1 @OfficialMacroSW #macroSW @DrTinach @SW590 @WCUGradSocWork @WCUphilly I heard the song a million times but never really thought about its meaning.

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283 #MacroSW Responding to MSWstudentmeg. They stated that yes they do consider all acts of exchange in return for sex trafficking. It's a broad. definition, however, after listening to the circumstances behind individuals turning to this line of work, it made sense.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @paytonpool: A2: Ashton Kutcher is the first thing that came to mind after reading this question. The new software he created has been a...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
39 minutes ago
RT @karenzgoda: @paytonpool Can you share a resource for folks to learn more about this? #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
39 minutes ago
Q3 coming up. #macrosw

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
39 minutes ago
A2: I made my previous answer regarding victims of trafficking. Technology can help sex workers by creating safety, freedom, and ability to do work online. It can harm them by putting them in unsafe situations or risk of being trafficked #macrosw

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
39 minutes ago
A2 I also think that technology has advanced sex work to something much more than some people expect. When I’ve had conversations about this, some people still think sex work is just prostitution and standing on a street corner. They don’t realize how much it’s changed #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
38 minutes ago
Q3 #macrosw https://t.co/MjnqLmHe1Z

Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
38 minutes ago
A2: My perception on this question is that sex work as a whole has been provided with opportunities to grow with technology. This chat and corresponding articles posted to substantiate evidence would not be possible without our emerging technological advancements #MacroSW

leigh @ew_UbMSW
38 minutes ago
A3. educating individuals on what consent is, how voluntary sex work could lead to INvoluntary sex work, making clear definitions.. #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Q3 #macrosw https://t.co/MjnqLmHe1Z

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter I think, too, with technology and social media, people are quick to give some extreme opinions because they can hide behind anonymity. It’s easy for them to dehumanize sex workers online because no one will found out who they are. #MacroSW

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
RT @porndaughter: A2: Google Voice, digital payment, vetting clients, online advertising have helped make sex work safer. Fosta-Sesta has...

bobby4203 @bobby42031
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW Responding to MSWstudentmeg. They stated that yes they do consider all acts of exchange in return for sex tra...

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@GraeffJenna Making it less taboo and normalizing it can make a huge difference in the worker-client relationship! #MacroSW

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
@porndaughter Technology alone can't address all those elements. Direct relationships, mentors, and gatekeepers often have a key role in regulating what happens, especially within a strongly identified collective of sex workers. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A3 Advocate for decriminalization, as it can provide greater safety and rights for sex workers, and establish accountability for the men who assault and rape them. #macroSW
MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
A1-1 The shutdown of backpages on websites like craigslist has made it more difficult for workers to keep track of and share information about dangerous clients #macrosw

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A3 Required ed/training. I’ve done extensive volunteer work with trafficking survivors. I was struck by how many (almost all) had prior contact with service agencies & legal/medical entities that didn’t notice victimization. Screening can disrupt the trauma cycle. #MacroSW

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @porndauhter: Q3 #macrosw https://t.co/MjnqLmHe1Z

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@porndauhter @OfficialMacroSW A3. Educate, advocate, and facilitate for change. #MacroSW

Maddy Brennan @maddybrennan17
@porndauhter @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW the answer is right in the question! Human trafficking is a forced and coercive form of exploitation and abuse, and voluntary sex work (regardless of reasoning) relates to bodily autonomy and stems from the workers own free will to choose their work

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
A3. 1/3 SW’s can advocate for legislative change so that all aspects of sex work are decriminalized. Canada has decriminalized the sale of sex, and is debating the legality of advertising. #macrosw
Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter A2 I think doxxing plays a huge role, too. Someone can find everyone’s information with a few clicks of their mouse and suddenly people’s personal information is blasted everywhere from everyone to see and it’s extremely dangerous 5/5 #MacroSW

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @Masechiasiena
A3 Being understanding of our clients who engage in voluntary sex work and educating them on the dangers that could come from it #macrossw

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
I agree you really don’t know who or what you will encounter when meeting people on the internet #MacroSW

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 Advocate for decriminalization, as it can provide greater safety and rights for sex workers, and establish accounta...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A2: Technology can’t address the stigma, negative consequence of criminalization, and dangers of sex work #MacroSW

Mme. L.T.U.A.E. @phenomenoire
A3: support sex workers. Elevate their voices and their experiences. LISTEN. TO. THEM. They know what they want and need - hello, self-determination!! #MacroSW

DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw
A3: As social workers we can educate ourselves and others on SW and empower/advocate those negatively affected by SW #macrossw
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
A3. 2/3 We are in the midst of our 1st court challenge on the basis that the remaining laws are unconstitutional because they put workers at risk of harm by pushing them into underground markets. #macrosw

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @MasecchiaSiena: A3 Being understanding of our clients who engage in voluntary sex work and educating them on the dangers that could com...

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
A3/1 Educate others to reduce stigma. Another thing social workers could do is to advocate for prostitution to become a legal, regulated occupation. Then, individuals could be regular employees with paychecks and benefits, such as health insurance. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Q3 #macrosw https://t.co/MjnqLmHe1Z

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
A3) An important thing that social workers can do to fight against human trafficking is raising awareness and making it known that it can happen anywhere and not just in big cities. This is a big stigma surrounding human trafficking. #MacroSW
Bianca @BiancaJBassett  
36 minutes ago
Social workers can advocate decriminalizing sex work. Doing so will allow local, state and federal regulations to ensure the autonomous health and safety of sex workers, as well as protection from exploitation. #MacroSW #SW521

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW  
36 minutes ago
A3 Voice our concerns to legislators. Research how this issue impacts constituents in your state/region, then have conversations with your elected representatives. Tell them we care. Ask them what they’re doing to combat trafficking, and implore them to do more. #MacroSW

Amanda Milano @mandarrin  
36 minutes ago
A3 We can educate ourselves, provide resources and be supportive. That’s what matters. Approach any individual coming with a background in sex work from a trauma informed perspective and respect these individuals with the dignity they deserve. #macrosw

leigh @ew_UbMSW  
36 minutes ago
RT @porndaughter: A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW

Nyala Ahmed @nyalaahm  
35 minutes ago
A3. I think social workers must first tackle societal issues that lead to victimization - like poverty, addiction, mental illness, etc. - in addition to advocating and building community awareness #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
A3 “Start by framing the problem as one of vulnerability, a problem of homelessness” From the video (8 minutes): https://t.co/U8m6MSwmzc #DecrimNow: What media should be telling you about the fight to decriminalize sex work #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW  
A3 Draw attention. Modern day slavery is largely flying under the radar of the general populace. Make posters, hold educational forums, engage community leaders, illuminate survivors as having a voice at events, fundraise to generate awareness & donate to orgs that help. #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones @porndauughter A3 Educating, advocating, creating policy to decriminalize sex work. Though everyone seems to be relatively aware of human trafficking, it seems as though there isn’t as big of a push as there needs to be to save those from their captors. #MacroSW

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren  
A2. 3/3 https://t.co/tAAkRXRcT0 #macrosw

Tamarah Moss @TMoss_PhD @husswSCA

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @porndauughter: A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou  
A3: Increase public awareness by amplifying the voice of victims (and also of non victims in sex work about the issue). #MacroSW
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A3 Expand our knowledge. There is a paucity of research examining how lived experiences + social factors among different groups, especially survivors who are multiply oppressed, makes them susceptible to being victimized or shape their life course during/after slavery. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
A3: Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 is a federal law providing protections] to victims of trafficking. It is important that we inform survivors what support and access to services looks like so they can make informed decisions for themselves. #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
@porndaughter Social workers can provide a judgement free atmosphere for sex workers when they are their clients. If needed, a social worker can advise their client on safe sex practices, including how to verify that the clients they are seeing are safe. #MacroSW #SW521

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q3. A1 social workers can help to facilitate different group sessions to educate the workers. Also, I think take a 'missionary' approach going to their hang out spot while we still practice our core values #macrosw

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A3. Advocating for an individuals autonomy and choice to earn a living how they choose! #macroSW
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@porndaughter A3: Learn directly from SW & SW run agencies/advocacy groups about their experiences & needs. Don’t make assumptions or judgements. #macrosw

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW The positive thing about technology in reference to sex work is it allows people to become aware and it’s another form to communicate. The bad thing is it has allowed trafficking to be more accessible #MacroSW

Payt @paytonpool
@karenzgoda Of course! https://t.co/PAMb50ayQZ - here is the link to a GREAT informational website! #MacroSW

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
A3: Unfortunately, many trafficking victims are fearful of deportation, often what traffickers use to coerce them, and todays political climate is not creating a safe space for victims to come forward even with the federal laws protecting them. #MacroSW

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
A3/2 It would provide perhaps a little more security to the sex worker whose employer is licensed, inspected and screens its clients. It’s not 100% secure, but it’s a start. Legalizing prostitution might decrease the demand and incentives for human trafficking. #macrosw

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A2: I think it depends on who is using it. For the voluntary sex worker, technology offers additional mediums to sell and market sexual services. For the user it increases accessibility and sometimes a sense of safety. #MacroSW
Chuck Petko @chuck_petko 34 minutes ago
We as social workers can continue to advocate for sex workers and their right to engage in this profession. Alternatively, we can outline risk factors associated with human trafficking and be cognizant of vulnerable groups #macrosw

Sara Johnson @Sarame94 34 minutes ago
@porndaughter Helping to educate society on the difference between sex work and trafficking would be a big step in the right direction. As with most things I think the stigma comes from a lack of awareness. #Macrosw

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📎 @spcummings 34 minutes ago
A3: include this type of intervention as part of the work we do. This first requires professional education on the rights of sex workers. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter 34 minutes ago
A3: Opinion piece by Amy Huang Understanding the Complexities of Sex Work: Building Knowledge for Social Work https://t.co/6OtZyCnNt9 @naswca #MacroSW

Bianca @BiancaJBassett 34 minutes ago
"'Rescue” without rights or respect is just another form of trafficking" ...that part!!

leigh @ew_UbMSW 34 minutes ago
RT @kylie44164448: A3. Advocating for an individuals autonomy and choice to earn a living how they choose! #macroSW

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda 34 minutes ago
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW I think it's important to consider that sex can be exchanged for drugs, housing, protection, etc. It doesn't...
Sarah 😒 @sideeye_emoji
@porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW A3: I think it goes back to the NASW code - the dignity and worth of the person. We can make an impact simply by treating sex workers as human, and worthy of the same compassion we would afford anyone else. #MacroSW

DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw
@MasecchiaSiena Well said Siena, very well said #macrosw

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
@OfficialMacroSW Would said established accountability be the same level for female assailters and rapists? (Even though it is mostly men) #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW
@porndughter If a social worker finds that a client is a victim of human trafficking, they can help them take steps necessary to free themselves. #MacroSW #SW521

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW A3 Learn about sex work, facts, vulnerability (trans WOC are frequent victims of murder, (as are Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women). What are the safe places, shelters, programs and resources for sex workers and youth sex workers? #MMIW #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 🔖 @spcummings RT @porndaughter: A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW
MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
A1-2 Technology let's workers stay in contact with each other and forums help keep workers safe. They can share info about bad clients, run background checks, etc. It also helps keep workers connected for support and for check-in, check-outs, before and after dates #macrosw

Laura WS @LShucard
I think it is important to not stigmatize our clients that engage in sex work #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: Opinion piece by Amy Huang Understanding the Complexities of Sex Work: Building Knowledge for Social Work https://t.c...

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@porndaughter A3 Maintaining our human rights perspective, we can continue to advocate and fight for those who are victims of human trafficking. Being open and nonjudgmental of our clients who have engaged in voluntary sex work. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: A3: include this type of intervention as part of the work we do. This first requires professional education on the rights o...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @kylie44164448: A3. Advocating for an individuals autonomy and choice to earn a living how they choose! #macroSW
TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio 34 minutes ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 “Start by framing the problem as one of vulnerability, a problem of homelessness” From the video (8 minutes): http...

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales 34 minutes ago
A3 Social workers should empower women by providing guidance to education programs, career planning and preparation, and advocate for more safe houses and shelters that would take care of women who would like to get out of the business. #MacroSW

Pamela Synor @MsPamSS 34 minutes ago
A3 Educate all around! #MacroSW https://t.co/VvcFInQaZ7

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 🎫 @spcummings 34 minutes ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 Learn about sex work, facts, vulnerability (trans WOC are frequent victims of murder, as are Murdered and Missing...

Margaret Simkins @Magstou 34 minutes ago
A2/2: A2/2: For the involuntary worker, it can normalize illegal behavior by repeated exposure. Removing physical human interaction increases the control traffickers have over involuntary sex workers actions and circumstances. #MacroSW

reneehen @reneehen1 34 minutes ago
A.3 The best way social workers can support safe sex work and fight against human trafficking is by educating the public on the difference and maybe assist in policies of legalizing safe voluntary sex work. #macrosw

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena 34 minutes ago
RT @DUbmsw: @MasecchiaSiena Well said Siena, very well said #macrosw
Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
A3 It would be great to have more conversations about SW in social work school. #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q3. A2. Advocacy will also play a big role in awareness which will strike reseraches and influence policies #macrosw

Siena Masecchia, UBSSW Student @MasecchiaSiena @DUbmsw @MasecchiaSiena Thanks D #macrosw

Heather McCabe @professormccabe
RT @porndaughter: A3: This is an excellent @TEDTalks Juno Mac - The laws that sex workers really want. https://t.co/NpuuDMGTu2 #MacroSW

Sarah 😒 @sideeye_emoji
@porndaughter A3: Supporting decriminalization is also important, as well as holding accountable those who abuse, rape, and otherwise take advantage of sex workers. #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
A3: It's important for us to genuinely talk and assess individuals in whether they want to continue sex work or identify if they are being trafficked. Many people do not know their rights. We will be important forces in helping educate & advocate #macrosw

Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
@OfficialMacroSW YES! Otherwise sex workers are only faced with prosecution, creating an unsafe environment and lack of accountability for Johns! #MacroSW
Ashley Amidon @amidon_ashley
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 “Start by framing the problem as one of vulnerability, a problem of homelessness” From the video (8 minutes): http...

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @Sherene07494576: Q3. A2. Advocacy will also play a big role in awareness which will strike reseraches and influence policies #macrosw

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how staff can intervene and advocate for victims. https://t.co/1YUw1NXzWt #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A3: 15 Ways You Can Help Fight Human Trafficking https://t.co/ErmnSdta3W @StateDept #MacroSW

Erika Jones @erikaejones
@Dandyli28031677 @porndaughter Absolutely but I’ve seen children get around those easily and frequently, too. Kids know a lot more than we think they do. I think monitoring is key. Not standing over them, persay, but being aware of what the kiddos are doing online. #MacroSW

leigh @ew_UbMSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: 15 Ways You Can Help Fight Human Trafficking https://t.co/ErmnSdta3W @StateDept #MacroSW
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @BiancaJBassett: Social workers can advocate decriminalizing sex work. Doing so will allow local, state and federal regulations to ensur...

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@sideeye_emoji @porndauughter @OfficialMacroSW Yes! Thank you for saying this. It can be hard to set aside our own feelings but we do that with other issues. We should be able to do that with SW clients too. #macrosw

Chuck Petko @chuck_petko
I think it is important to respect a person’s overall choice and refrain from overtly or covertly stigmatizing an individual for their decisions. However, I also believe that safety should be a consideration when working with all clients. #macrosw

Courtney @Courtwizzleby
This is literally the worst chat I have ever seen and once again I am fucking embarrassed to be a social worker. Imagine giving even one single fuck about how anyone other than a sex worker answers these questions.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♿ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📚 @spcummings
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚪️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: A3: 15 Ways You Can Help Fight Human Trafficking https://t.co/ErmnSdta3W @StateDept #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶️ @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A3: 15 Ways You Can Help Fight Human Trafficking https://t.co/ErmnSdta3W @StateDept #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW A3: we as SW’s can educate ourselves. Provide resources and be a support for the victims, families and organizations #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter A3: @swopusa has lots of great resources https://t.co/jqhZpYpJZM #MacroSW

Sara Johnson @Sarame94 @porndaughter Additionally, empowering sex workers to police within their own community and have a standard of what they are comfortable engaging in and helping the workers to be able to see the difference between trafficking and voluntary work so they can support each other. #macrosw

Heather McCabe @professormccabe RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 Learn about sex work, facts, vulnerability (trans WOC are frequent victims of murder, (as are Murdered and Missing...

Sarah 😁 @sideeye_emoji A3: Make feminism inclusive! Sex work is not antifeminist #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: A3: @swopusa has lots of great resources https://t.co/jqhZpYpJZM #MacroSW 31 minutes ago

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A3: @SocialWorkToday--Fighting Youth Sex Trafficking — The Social Worker’s Role https://t.co/N0kC1QxVwP #macrosw 31 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@LionelRasheeda We're all totally normal here at #MacroSW https://t.co/M4MACOMpJp 31 minutes ago

Erika Jones @erikaejones
Empowerment is huge! Those who were victims of trafficking or were engaged in voluntary sex work need to be empowered that their lives are theirs and we need to create an open and safe space for them to speak about their trauma #MacroSW 31 minutes ago

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
A3 There should be a forum for social workers to work as an intermediary between sex workers and police to share information about traffickers. Where sex workers can share information (ie tips, locations, names etc) but not have to interact with police #macrosw 31 minutes ago

Erika Jones @erikaejones
RT @sideeye_emoji: A3: Make feminism inclusive! Sex work is not antifeminist #MacroSW 31 minutes ago

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
RT @BiancaJBassett: Social workers can advocate decriminalizing sex work. Doing so will allow local, state and federal regulations to ensur...
Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A3(2). Social workers should be able to work with local law enforcement to report and be aware of any incidents or suspicion of human trafficking in their communities. Human trafficking should be discussed more be discussed more frequently among social work schools. #MacroSW

bobby4203 @bobby42031
In a profession like this the only safe environment (less violence/spread of disease) is when it is controlled or monitored by the government, like in Nevada #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3: empower sex workers to mobilize and become politically active seeking protections around issues that are most important to them. #MacroSW @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW

Anna Kerf @anna_kerf
A3: We must treat sex work as a legitimate career and advocate for decriminalization. In addition to that, social workers should provide resources for sex workers to ensure that they are safe and have a system of support within their field of work. #macrosw

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
Totally agree! One major vulnerable population right now are children in the foster care system. https://t.co/uVd4cXPCKH #MacroSW

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @porndaughter: A3: 15 Ways You Can Help Fight Human Trafficking https://t.co/ErmnSdta3W @StateDept #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @paytonpool: @karenzgoda Of course! https://t.co/PAMb50ayQZ
- here is the link to a GREAT informational website! #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW
@porndauughter A3: Social workers can help on the frontlines in a micro setting. We can also fight on a macro level with policy and advocacy. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz
@karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda hahahahahahahahahha
OF COURSE WE ARE #MacroSW https://t.co/UyLuXJyLU5

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
@porndauughter @TEDTalks I'd like to hear their opinions. Great resource #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @paytonpool: @karenzgoda Of course! https://t.co/PAMb50ayQZ
- here is the link to a GREAT informational website! #MacroSW

Payt @paytonpool
A3: Educate healthcare professionals as well as the general public on the signs of human trafficking. These victims go unnoticed in public settings far too often. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndauughter: A3: @SocialWorkToday--Fighting Youth Sex Trafficking — The Social Worker’s Role https://t.co/N0kC1QxVwP #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndauughter: A3: @swopusa has lots of great resources https://t.co/jqhZpYpJZM #MacroSW
TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio @chuck_petko Safety should definitely be in consideration. But I think that as long as you have good rapport and a trauma-informed perspective, you would be able to discuss your safety concerns with the client. #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3 Learn about sex work, facts, vulnerability (trans WOC are frequent victims of murder, (as are Murdered and Missing...)

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda hahahahahahahahahaha OF COURSE WE ARE #MacroSW https://t.co/UyLuXJyLU5

Kristin B. Frazee @porndughter RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency's missions, while offering ideas about how sta...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @LionelRasheeda: I agree you really don’t know who or what you will encounter when meeting people on the internet #MacroSW https://t.co/...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @karenzgoda: @LionelRasheeda We're all totally normal here at #MacroSW https://t.co/M4MACOMpJp
Sarismatic @sarandipidie
I think it is our jobs as SW to empower our clients no matter their choices. Anytime we empower someone to make their own decisions and to be proud of the decisions that they make we are helping #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: @SocialWorkToday--Fighting Youth Sex Trafficking — The Social Worker’s Role https://t.co/N0kC1QxVwP #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
RT @porndaughter: A3: @swopusa has lots of great resources https://t.co/jqhZpYpJZM #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📚 @spcummings
@karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda I can vouch for anyone who uses the hashtag #MacroSW https://t.co/YHjZMphj2A

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @SethJMeyer: A3 It would be great to have more conversations about SW in social work school. #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A3: empower sex workers to mobilize and become politically active seeking protections around issues that are most important...

Samantha Arcara @SamanthaArcara
RT @porndoughter: A1: Is Prostitution Just Another Job? @NYMag
The Cut https://t.co/i6ghb3v6pl #MacroSW

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
They can continue to advocate and educate !! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda I can vouch for anyone who uses the hashtag #MacroSW https://t.co/YHjZMphj2A

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@annwilder @porndoughter (Hi, Ann - glad you could join us!
#macroSW

Sarismatic @sarandipidie
on that same note though along with empowerment we also need to provide education and safety to individuals who are vulnerable and to push for legislation that is not punitive against victims #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda I can vouch for anyone who uses the hashtag #MacroSW https://t.co/YHjZMphj2A
Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
The Sex Works Project @UJCSexWorkers at the Urban Justice Center is also a great resource and helps both victims of sex trafficking AND voluntary sex workers. I don't know of any other organization in the U.S. that advocates for both groups. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SethJMeyer: A3 It would be great to have more conversations about SW in social work school. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🧑‍⚕️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @LionelRasheeda I can vouch for anyone who uses the hashtag #MacroSW https://t.co/YHjZMphj2A

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
Groups like @DecrimNowDC @DecrimNY and orgs like @UrbanJustice @HIPSDC

Amelia Stachowiak @astachow2
@porndaughter Social workers must push for policies that decriminalize sex work and continue to educate and inform on the topic. We can also search and support forms of ethical porn to help de-stigmatize porn consumption and support the companies who pay their performers a living wage #macrosw

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
A3: I think it is important for social workers to educate themselves and clients about sex work and the risks associated with it. I also think that it is important to advocate for laws to protect sex workers #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@SethJMeyer @porndaughter Agreed. #macroSW #HigherEd
Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
If anyone is interested in policy work like myself then check out the TVPA of 2000 Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act. It has been revised a number of times but we can advocate for policy change! There is still work to be done #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☔ @TheMattSchwartz
Wow, @porndaughter, way to pick the easy, non-controversial, non-hot-button topics (and run a kickass #MacroSW chat)!

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
This hour went by fast #macrosw https://t.co/GlJUnIPVco

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @BurBur4Eva: The Sex Works Project @UJCSexWorkers at the Urban Justice Center is also a great resource and helps both victims of sex tra...

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @BurBur4Eva: The Sex Works Project @UJCSexWorkers at the Urban Justice Center is also a great resource and helps both victims of sex tra...

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3: support resource acquisition, health care and education on safe sex practices for individuals that choose sex work - start accepting, stop judging #MacroSW @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BurBur4Eva: The Sex Works Project @UJCSexWorkers at the Urban Justice Center is also a great resource and helps both victims of sex tra...

DanielleUBMSW @DUbmsw
Thanks for a great chat guys! Loved this topic and everyones thoughts and opinions! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: This hour went by fast #macrosw
https://t.co/GlJUnIPVco

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A3: @swopusa has lots of great resources
https://t.co/jqhZpYpJZM #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Wow, @porndaughter, way to pick the easy, non-controversial, non-hot-button topics (and run a kickass #MacroSW chat)!

Sarah😊@sideeye_emoji
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW @porndaughter Yes on the empowerment! I would add that the onus to organize shouldn't just be on sex workers, but the broader community (esp. feminists) as well #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A3: support resource acquisition, health care and education on safe sex practices for individuals that choose sex work - sta...
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Thank you, everyone, for attending tonight’s #MacroSW chat.
Archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at:
https://t.co/s7JiLqQ5F8

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A3: @SocialWorkToday--Fighting Youth Sex Trafficking — The Social Worker’s Role https://t.co/N0kC1QxVwP #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SethJMeyer: A3 It would be great to have more conversations about SW in social work school. #MacroSW

Sarah 😒 @sideeye_emoji
RT @SethJMeyer: A3 It would be great to have more conversations about SW in social work school. #MacroSW

Laura Schleif @Imageekluvr
Sharing to remember to check this out.

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
In response to my own tweet... 😊 Here's an interesting article from CNN with information for, and against, taking down backpages #MacroSW https://t.co/Pt13uMP0Bj

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Consider giving to our community on Patreon. $1 or $2 a month is appreciated. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
One of the things this moderator likes about the #MacroSW chat is the wide range of oft-ignored topics, and also the fact we hold ongoing series – like the continuation of #SexWork with @porndau...
Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
A3(3). Social workers can engage in discussions with agencies on how to better serve clients, and avoid stigmatizing these clients as resistant to change. A strength-based perspective looks at sex work as a resilient response to adverse circumstances in their life. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Next #MacroSW chat on 4/30 our Lunch & Learn: The Hard Truth about Multi-Level Marketing Businesses for Professional Helpers hosted by @SunyaFolayan.

Eva Schaefer @EvaSchaefer9
Thanks for an interesting chat everyone! #macrosw @pornddaughte

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3: partner with police to provide supports in maintaining safety for sex workers and protections against crimes committed against them #MacroSW @pornddaughter @OfficialMacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @pornddaughter: Consider giving to our community on Patreon. $1 or $2 a month is appreciated. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
She's one of the best! #MacroSW

Lauren Markos @MarkosLauren
Thank-you for a great chat! What an awesome topic. #macr

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KelseyCreteki: If anyone is interested in policy work like myself then check out the TVPA of 2000 Victims of Trafficking and Violence P...

TylerConUBSW @TylerConiglio
Thank you to everyone for their great contributions to this topic! I look forward to checking out the archive to see if i missed anything! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks to all the students from Millersville, PA, West Chester PA, MSU Denver CO, Iowa, and of course the #UBuffalo @UBSSW crowd! #MacroSW

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
Super chat everyone - thanks for the warm welcome! #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Catch the rest of this series on 5/16 and 6/13 #MacroSW
https://t.co/wGtvYQkGVV

Sarismatic @saranidipidie
these hours fly by... thanks everyone #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
An incredibly informative chat! Thank you! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @annwilder: A3: partner with police to provide supports in maintaining safety for sex workers and protections against crimes committed a...
reneehen @reneehen1
Good night everyone! Interesting tweet! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ @spcummings
Join the #MacroSW Patreon, get some virtual swag!!!!

Laura WS @LShucard
Great chat! Very interesting! Have a good night everyone #macrosw

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks to all the students from Millersville, PA, West Chester PA, MSU Denver CO, Iowa, and of course the #UBuffalo @U...

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
Unfortunately law enforcement isn’t always the safest call to make for sex workers as well as trafficked individuals. There are cases of entire departments trafficking youth #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Next #MacroSW chat on 4/30 our Lunch & Learn: The Hard Truth about Multi-Level Marketing Businesses for Professional Help...

Alberto Cifuentes Jr @BurBur4Eva
@porndaughter Thank you, @porndaughter and thank you to our #MacroSW moderator as well! I wasn’t sure what to expect or if the conversation would be easy to follow, but I really enjoyed the exchange of ideas and resources. :-) See you all at the next chat about sex work!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@JoThoHalloran @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW
Lizhi @lizhitzyy
JenMunoz16 Hi Jen! Nice that you are joining the chat tonight!
#MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Catch the rest of this series on 5/16 and 6/13
#MacroSW https://t.co/wGtvYQkGVV

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BurBur4Eva: @porndaughter Thank you, @porndaughter and thank you to our #MacroSW moderator as well! I wasn't sure what to expect or if...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Let's talk about it. #MacroSW https://t.co/rSBWLMdsS2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Unfortunately law enforcement isn't always the safest call to make for sex workers as well as trafficked individuals....

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
@porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW Thanks as always for an enlightening evening. This one was especially engaging/personal for me. I'm grateful to be in a class that brought these chats to my attention! I always leave having learned something new. Have a fab night, all! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Join the #MacroSW Patreon, get some virtual swag!!!! https://t.co/NCRpxCVf4v
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @porndauhter: Next #MacroSW chat on 4/30 our Lunch & Learn: The Hard Truth about Multi-Level Marketing Businesses for Professional Help...

Sara Johnson @Sarame94

@porndauhter Completely agree, I am more wondering though if saying that people in low SES are more vulnerable leads to these workers being seen as victims of trafficking based on circumstances. I think using financial status as an indicator could be problematic. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @SunyaFolayan: Let’s talk about it. #MacroSW https://t.co/rSBWLMdsS2

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @porndauhter: Consider giving to our community on Patreon. $1 or $2 a month is appreciated. https://t.co/Ome0877YFB #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @porndauhter: Thank you, everyone, for attending tonight’s #MacroSW chat. Archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t...

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda

I think this is a great idea to raise awareness amongst social work students #MacroSW

Anna Sharpe @AnnaSharpeSW

@sideeye_emoji @porndauhter Yes - supporting decriminalization is so important! It shows care and support for a stigmatized job. #MacroSW #SW521
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Catch the rest of this series on 5/16 and 6/13 #MacroSW https://t.co/wGtvYQkGVV

22 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @KelseyCreteki: If anyone is interested in policy work like myself then check out the TVPA of 2000 Victims of Trafficking and Violence P...

22 minutes ago

Amanda Milano @mandarrin
Thank you so much! This was very informative! #MacroSW

22 minutes ago

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@sideeye_emoji @OfficialMacroSW @porndaughter Yes, outreach and collaboration would be ways to build bridges for empowerment #MacroSW @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW

22 minutes ago

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
The police are not always safe to call for sex workers see D Holtzclaw- a rare example of a conviction

22 minutes ago

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
A3: Advocacy resource for domestic workers: https://t.co/N3LKVmSVG #macrosw

22 minutes ago

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @BurBur4Eva: Actually, @Porndaughter, NASW and the social work profession in general, which values individual self-determination and aut...

22 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📹 @spcummings
@porndaughter @SunyaFolayan This. Is. Going. To. Be. Interesting. Am. I. Doing. This. Right. #MacroSW

21 minutes ago
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter @WhitneyUBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Thank you for joining us #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter RT @SunyaFolayan: Let's talk about it. #MacroSW https://t.co/rSBWLMDsS2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @spcummings: @porndaughter @SunyaFolayan This. Is. Going. To. Be. Interesting. Am. I. Doing. This. Right. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♿ @TheMattSchwartz @JoThoHalloran #MacroSW

Maggie @MDRSWRJ RT @BurBur4Eva: Actually, @Porndaughter, NASW and the social work profession in general, which values individual self-determination and aut...

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder @SocialWorkersRJ Unfortunately that is true- professional social workers can help sex workers develop allies within community policing networks #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter @LShucard Good night! #MacroSW

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg @SethJMeyer @OfficialMacroSW Agreed!!! #MacroSW
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks to all the students from Millersville, PA, West Chester PA, MSU Denver CO, Iowa, and of course the #UBuffalo @U...

Rasheeda Lionel @LionelRasheeda
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW This was very informative and interesting. Great first chat! #MacroSW

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
@SocialWorkersRJ Thanks for sharing... I think social workers should be able to work with law enforcement, but I definitely agree that law enforcement should be held in higher standard and should be scrutinized and criminalized for cases related to trafficking. #MacroSW

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @annwilder: @SocialWorkersRJ Unfortunately that is true-professional social workers can help sex workers develop allies within communit...

MSWstudentmeg @mswstudentmeg
RT @Magstou: A3: Increase awareness regarding how sex trafficking interacts with your agency’s missions, while offering ideas about how sta...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
Bingo. This speaks to how insidious modern day slavery is. Trafficking is so deeply embedded in our culture and society, and there are MANY powerful people who are privy and turn a blind eye--or directly contribute to this atrocity. #MacroSW
Jen Munoz @JenMunoz16
@porndaughter So many interesting resources! Thanks, Kristen! Thanks, everyone! #Macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢ @TheMattSchwartz
Okay, good night all! Time for some bagels and bed! #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LionelRasheeda: @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW This was very informative and interesting. Great first chat! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our next #LunchAndLearn - Tues. April 30th at Noon, EST - Learn about "The Hard Truth: Multi-Level Marketing Businesses for Social Workers" with #MacroSW partner @SunyaFolayan https://t.co/xccM8F3JuZ

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 🎉 @spcummings @Imageekluvr @porndaughter Programmatically, I believe SW programs should include this focus in their curricula. Of course, that's aspirational. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢ @TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW @SunyaFolayan #IDontWantCandles #OrOils #OrWraps ;-) #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @spcummings: @Imageekluvr @porndaughter Programmatically, I believe SW programs should include this focus in their curricula. Of course,...
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @annwilder: @sideeye_emoji @OfficialMacroSW @porndaughter
Yes, outreach and collaboration would be ways to build bridges for empowerment...

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📚 @spcummings
@phenomenoire @OfficialMacroSW I enjoy making mistakes
#MacroSW #NCBI https://t.co/kLM0cdbwrE

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3: sex work is quite likely going to exist in most every community in the US in some way or another. SWkrs can embrace this w/better understanding of the phenomena & help create less stigma and better understanding - out of the shadows. #MacroSW @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW

Amneris @AmnerisfMorales
Thanks, really good information. I might need to go back and re-read some of the comments. Goodnight! #MacroSW

Seth J. Meyer @SethJMeyer
Thanks for a great #macrosw @porndaughter @OfficialMacroSW.

Tim @gradschooltim
#MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @KelseyCreteki: If anyone is interested in policy work like myself then check out the TVPA of 2000 Victims of Trafficking and Violence P...
Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 📢 @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our next #LunchAndLearn - Tues. April 30th at Noon, EST - Learn about "The Hard Truth: Multi-Level Marketing Business...